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 1.0     Introduction 

 The following report summarises the outcome of the consultation exercise undertaken on the Active 

Travel Fund – Tranche 2 for semi-permanent cycle routes for the routes outlined below.  

o A34 (Stratford Road) to Solihull Town Centre; incorporating Marshall Lake Road & Blossomfield 

Road  

o Knowle to Solihull Town Centre; Incorporating Warwick Road corridor, Brueton Park, and New 

Road, and  

o Millisons Wood (Borough boundary) to Meriden Centre; Incorporating Meriden Hill and 

Birmingham Road Main Road.  

  The consultation period ran from Monday 22nd February 2021 through to midnight on the 22nd March 

2021, although representations made after this date were accepted and individually responded to. 

 The schemes presented were developed considering an understanding of Local and National Policy, 

Design & applied standards, communication, safety specialisms and experiences of cycling.  

 The purpose of this report is to highlight key themes and constraints, for each route, which in turn will 

provide valuable narrative for the final design solution and future input to the LCWIP Programme. 

  



 2.0  Consultation Methodology 

2.1 Consultation was carried out during the COVID pandemic. As a number of restrictions were imposed 

restricting travel and interaction between individuals, the traditional means of consultation such as drop 

in sessions and meetings with key stakeholders were not possible.  Therefore, a greater reliance and 

focus was placed on what could be achieved through online methods, letter drops and posters. 

2.2 Several consultation techniques were used to engage the public, key stakeholders and organisations to 

encourage participation. The following consultation techniques were employed in response to this 

objective:   

1) A consultation email was sent out to the key stakeholders and interested parties as listed below: 

  



2) Public Notices/Vinyl’s: These were placed on bus shelters and stops along each route where 

practicable. 

3) Consultation Letter: 1013 individually addressed letters were sent to properties that directly fronted 

the A34 / Marshall Lake Road / Blossomfield Road to Solihull Town Centre and Knowle High Street to 

Solihull Town Centre.   

The letter provided details on the proposals and provided links to the Commonplace website where the 

schemes and plans of the route and supporting documentation could be viewed and consultation 

responses could be uploaded.  

The Meriden route did not have a letter drop as the route is primarily rural in nature with little no 

frontages. 

4) Dedicated Web Site (Commonplace): The interactive web site formed the hub of the consultation 

and where all plans and supporting documentation could be found for each route via separate tiles. 

When clicking on a tile the respondents were requested (under no obligation) to complete a series of 

questions to streamline the feedback. Options were available for respondents to provide their own 

comments either through the “Other” tab or via the separate map tile which enabled respondents to 

pin point comments/feedback to a unique location.  

5) Social Media: 

The promotion of the proposals was done through the Councils Twitter and Facebook accounts. In 

addition to this the agreed communication plan for the consultation included the following:  

o Stay connected bulletin release – one at the same time as the press release, one when the 

consultation launched and another one in the final week of the consultation period. 



o Council Consultations (2934 subscribers), Solihull Connected (3277 subscribers), l Solihull Cycling 

and Walking Strategy (845 subscribers).  

o Press release – announce consultation launch two weeks in advance to warm people up to the 

consultation.  

o Ask appropriate organisations to promote the consultation e.g. TfWM, Solihull Active / Everybody 

Active.  

o Members’ briefing note. 

2.3 Respondents who wished to respond directly via email were requested to do so via the generic Highway 

Services web address. Any comments received were in turn forwarded to the Project Manager for reply, 

typically within 48hrs of receipt. 

  



 3.0   Consultation Objectives 

3.1 The consultation on the cycle measures set out to achieve the following key objectives: 

o To engage with the general public, elected members, key stakeholders and interested parties / 

affected organisations in providing constructive feedback on the scheme proposals as presented. 

o To illustrate through plans and visuals the basics of the scheme proposals, material palettes and 

provision of a range of possible light segregation infrastructure and set-ups to support cycling 

improvements.  

o To help refine and identify areas of constraint and opportunity which previously hadn’t been 

considered with the scheme proposals. 

o To identify what changes and improvements should be made to the scheme proposals. 

  



 4.0      Outcomes  

Overview 

4.1 During the consultation period a total of 986 unique contributions were made across the three schemes 

promoted on the Commonplace website. The split per scheme was as follows: 

o A34 (Stratford Road) to Solihull Town Centre = 496 (50%) 

o Knowle to Solihull Centre = 376 (38%) 

o Millisons Wood to Meriden = 114 (12%) 

4.2 In addition to this, a further 38 written responses were received via email or by letter. In total there 

were 2174 visitors to the Commonplace web site.  

4.3 The responses received ranged from elected members, organisations, schools, but for the most part 

many responses were received from the general public.  

4.4 It was not possible to cross-reference between the comments received via email/letter to any comment 

from the same individual(s) made across the Commonplace website to avoid double counting. As the 

response received via email/letter accounted for only 4% of the total number of contributions it was 

considered that these would have an imperceptible influence on the overall results, and therefore for 

purposes of this summary we have only included contributions made directly via the Commonplace.  

4.5 This summary report evaluates each proposed temporary cycle scheme and identifies themes and 

trends, especially where large numbers of comments were received on specific issues, and where there 

was particular interest (or otherwise) in certain areas along each route.  



Project Overall 

4.6 In terms of the overall picture from the consultation there was overwhelming positive support towards 

each of the schemes proposals as shown in Figure 1.  

  

 
Figure 1 – Overall Sentiment (All Proposals) 

4.7 As shown within the above 65% (639) of respondents expressed a positive or mostly positive sentiment 

towards the scheme proposals. This compared with 28% whose sentiment was negative or mostly 

negative towards the scheme proposals.  



4.8 When asked what impact do you feel the proposals will have respondents returned the following verdict 

across all routes as can be seen in Figure 2 below. Respondents had the opportunity to designate there 

opinions to more than one possible entry, which resulted in a total of 1364 entries from a total of 986 

respondents. The percentages indicated in Figure 2 have been subject to rounding.   

 
Figure 2 – Respondents Views on What Impact the Proposals Will have 

4.9 Figure 2 illustrates that the majority of users considered, on balance, that the proposals would provide 

a safety environment for cyclists 30% (291) while a further 23% (222) of respondents recognised the 



health and well-being benefits cycling could potentially offer. Interestingly 18% (177) considered that 

the proposals were not needed.  

4.10 The proceeding paragraphs look more closely at the figures on an individual scheme basis. 

A34 STRATFORD ROAD TO SOLIHULL TOWN CENTRE 

4.11 In total there were 496 contributions made to this scheme proposal approximately half of all 

contributions across the three schemes.  

4.12 A summary of the findings, key issues and themes raised by respondents is outlined in the graphs and 

supporting text which follow.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Summary 

4.13 The above graphs illustrate that overall, the majority of respondents were positive or mostly positive 

towards the scheme proposals at 65% compared to 29% who felt a negative of mostly negative 

sentiment towards the scheme proposals.  

4.14 On the multiple-choice question “what impact the proposals will have”, 58% identified that the 

proposals will positively contribute towards safer cycling  

4.15 When asked the question on route preference between continuing the route from the A34 to either 

Marshall Lake Road or Cranmore Road, then there was a slight leaning towards Marshall Lake Road as 

opposed to Cranmore Boulevard however the results are far from conclusive and any view on this needs 

to be considered in parallel with comments made in the preceding paragraph.  

4.16 On the matter of removing or reducing levels of on-street parking, 95% indicated a strong preference to 

either reduce or remove on-street parking. However, during the consultation period several emails were 

received by residents of Marshall Lake Road who were vehemently opposed to any loss of on-street 

parking. Of the 35 written responses received 16 (45%) were directly in relation to this matter.  

Comments received cited loss of parking would be detrimental to their amenity and the parking bays 

are already at or approaching capacity. Others comments cited the devaluation of properties. The 

strength of feeling was strong and if we are to proceed with a parking removal then further assessments 

will need to be undertaken.  

4.17 As with other routes there is a strong consensus from respondents that the measures will promote safer 

cycling provision in addition to the health and well-being benefits this active travel mode can sustain.  



4.18 Respondents also highlighted concerns around the loss of right turn lanes and removal of pedestrian 

refuges along the route, and potential impact this will have on crossing opportunities along Blossomfield 

Road section of the route being of particular concern.  

4.19  There was equally some confusion around the terminology of “temporary” nature of the proposals, 

which is a matter which could have been translated better within the consultation documentation. 

There were also comments that the distributed letter was misleading insofar as it only mentioned 

Blossomfield with no reference to Marshall Lake Road.  

o Other comments noted from Commonplace were as follows however please not these were 

comments were low in number <5 in most instances. 

o Width of existing carriageway to accommodate buses is presently already restricted; 

o Cycling on pavement already an issue; 

o Lacking in ambition; 

o Route choice and use of materials / segregation  

o Introduction of cycle boxes at signalled junctions 

o Parking along the route around school pick up and drop off times.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



KNOWLE TO SOLIHULL TOWN CENTRE 

4.20 In total there were 376 contributions made to this scheme proposal.  

4.21 A summary of the findings, key issues and themes raised by respondents is outlined in the graphs and 

supporting text which follow.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Summary 

4.22 Sentiment towards the scheme dropped slightly when compared to the A34 Marshall Lake/ Blossomfield 

Road proposal. For this route those who expressed positive or mostly positive sentiment was at 62% 

compared to 65% with the A34 Marshall Lake/ Blossomfield Road proposals. However, this did not 

translate to an increase in negative sentiment which was at 28% compared to 29% with the A34 Marshall 

Lake / Blossomfield Road proposal.  

4.23 On the multiple entry questions what impact the proposals will have, 58% identified that the proposals 

will positively contribute towards safer cycling with a further 28% considered the proposals would be 

beneficial for all travellers. There was however a higher proportion of respondents 21% that indicated 

the proposals to be dangerous which is higher than the A34 Marshall Lake Road / Blossomfield Road 

proposals.  

4.24 On the questions regarding route choice the consultation confirmed the following: 

o From the 341 respondents who answered the question on route preference from Knowle Village, 

51% (173) confirmed a strong preference for the cycle route to continue along Warwick Road, as 

opposed to the service road or Newton Road.  

o From the 99 respondents who answered the question on route preference adjacent to Solihull 

School 61% (60) indicated a strong preference towards use of New Road as opposed to continuing 

their journey along Warwick Road and termination of the route at Mill Road.  



4.25 Of the 361 respondents who answered the question will the proposals make it easier for you to cycle 

66% confirmed that it would.  

4.26 Other comments noted from Commonplace were as follows. However please note these were 

comments were low in number <10 in most instances. 

o The bridge across the M42 is not suitable for pedestrians and cyclists to coexist, there are comments 
expressing their concern with this element of the proposals. 
 

o The most comments there have been are around the word “Temporary” people don’t feel like these 
proposals are temporary and that the money can be better spend on more permanent schemes. 

 
o The most interesting comments received is that the keener cyclists/ most cyclists will not use a 

stepped cycle way which would mean they would have to give way at every junction (north of the 
M42). 
 

o Lots of issues around the steepness of the access to Newton Road and or Warwick service road. 
 

o People do not want cycles through Knowle Park (by-law) 
 

o People would like a separate cycle path through Brueton Park; 
 
o A couple of comments regarding the loss of potential trees along the route. 

 
o Two or three comments mentioned including routes through Dorridge. 

 

 



MILLISONS WOOD TO MERIDEN VILLAGE CENTRE 

4.27 In total there were 114 contributions made to this scheme proposal. 

4.28 A summary of the finding, key issues and themes raised by respondents is outlined in the graphs and 

supporting text which follow. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Summary 

4.29 Sentiment towards the route was significantly higher than the previous route with 74% of respondents 

stating they were positive or mostly positive towards the scheme proposals compared with 62% and 

65% for the other routes.  

On the multiple entry question “what impact the proposals will have”?, 69% identified that the 

proposals will positively contribute towards safer cycling, with a further 56% respondents considered 

the proposals would be beneficial for all travellers. It is noted however many respondents live in the 

area. 

3.2 Other comments noted from Commonplace were as follows. However please note these comments 

were low in number <5 in all instances. 

o Maintenance of existing road and perceived waste of money.  

o Other cycle routes through the village. A comment related to linking the route to the local school and 

links to additional lanes 

o Compliance to the 40mph limit a potential issue as Millisons Wood is seen as a cut through.   

 

 

 



 

 5.0      CONCLUSIONS  

5.1 A notable and robust response to the consultation on the three active travel schemes was accomplished 

with a total of 986 individual consultation and 2174 visitors to the website during the consultation 

period which ran from 22nd February 2021 to 22nd March 2021. This level of response and the plans and 

supporting documentation has provided a representative reflection and outcome which can be carried 

forward for evaluation and decision-making purposes. 

5.2 There are number of consistent themes and trends across the three routes and overall, there is 

overwhelming support for each proposal. This is not to say there aren’t issues to contend with not least 

the issue around Marshall Lake Road parking reductions/removal which requires further analysis and 

assessment.  

5.3 A preliminary costing exercise has been undertaken for each route which considers the findings from 

this consultation and also the constraints on design which have been identified from earlier design works 

and related discussions.   


